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Rulemaking Comments

From: Jan Saecker [jsaecker@charter.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2009 4:53 PM
To: Rulemaking Comments
Subject: nuclear waste

Dear Decision-Maker:

Please insist on a full Environmental Impact Statement analysis to protect the future of our nation, its people,
its environment. I argue that to do less is to break the law.

This is no time to slack off with a "Finding of No Significant Impact"
statement regarding temporary storage of spent fuel. Temporary?
Storage? It is doubtful that any radioactive waste repository will ever be licensed.

This FONSI breaks the law. It is not supported by an EIS fully evaluating waste streams. Many aspects of
nuclear waste storage are
ignored: the effects of radiation on people of different ages, the time frame to be considered, the eventual
longterm costs, the potential for earthquake damage, likely contamination, and of course the potential for
terrorist attack.

The NRC seems now to be hiding heads in the sand. This results in the impression that the NRC is being
secretive. What are the dangers of pool storage of spent fuel? There is a tremendous risk of fire of the most
hazardous kind. Surely other technologies are available, such as dry storage.

The NRC cannot legally license any new nuclear plant or grant a renewal license of existing plants until it
complies honestly and fully with the Atomic Energy Act and NEPA. To obey the law, please insist on a full
Environmental Impact Statement analysis. Accepting an FONSI at this
time is absurd.

Sincerely,

Jan Saecker, W2771 Circle Drive, Markesan WI 53946
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